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Jelly Roll rail fence
Use Jelly Roll strips to piece this reversible quilt-as-you-go project

QUILT-AS-YOU-GO PROJECT  JELLY ROLL RAIL FENCE

Quilt made by Sally Stevens
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Designed by 
Fiona Law
of Th e Cott on Reel
www.thecott onreel.co.uk
Quilts made by Sally Stevens 
and Sadie Yeomans
Skill level 
Finished size
Approx 130 x 158cm (521⁄2 x 63in) based 
on a 101⁄2in block

Materials
Note that the requirements are based on 
fabrics with a minimum usable width of 42in
✦ One Jelly Roll
✦ 2.2m (21⁄2yd) backing fabric
✦ 1m (11⁄8yd) for front joining strips
✦ 70cm (3⁄4yd) for back joining strips
✦  1.2m (13⁄8yd) of 90in wide wadding or use 

leftover pieces: minimum 101⁄2in square. 
See 'Cutting instructions' Step 2.

Where to buy
Similar Jelly Rolls are available from
The Cotton Reel at www.thecottonreel.co.uk 
or call 01905 25938. Jelly Rolls are given 
different names by different manufacturers. 
See ‘Cut for your pleasure’ on page 54.

Preparation
All measurements include 1⁄4in seam 
allowances, unless otherwise stated.

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS

1  Cut the Jelly Roll strips into 101⁄2in lengths 
– you should get four from each Jelly Roll 

strip. You will need a total of 150 lengths.

2  From both the backing fabric and the wadding, 
carefully cut thirty 101⁄2in squares.

3  From the front joining strip fabric, carefully 
cut twenty 13⁄4in wide strips across the width 

of the fabric.

4  From the back joining strip fabric, carefully 
cut twenty 11⁄8in wide strips across the width 

of the fabric.

MAKING THE BLOCKS

1  Place a backing fabric square right side down, 
place a wadding square on top of it and then, 

right side up, place a Jelly Roll strip wrong side 
down on top of the wadding, matching up the 
lower and side edges with the wadding. 

2  Place a second Jelly Roll strip right side 
down on top of the fi rst strip. Using a 1⁄4in 

seam, join on the long edge nearest to the 
centre of the block. Open out and press. Right 
sides together and matching up the raw edges, 

place a third Jelly Roll strip on top of the second 
strip and stitch in place. Continue working in 
this way until the wadding is covered – you will 
need fi ve strips. See Fig 1.

3  Repeat Steps 1 and 2 until you have made 
thirty blocks.

4  All the blocks need to be the same size and 
must be true squares, so trim if necessary.

JOINING THE BLOCKS

1  From the front joining fabric strips, cut 
twenty-four strips the length of your block 

(should be 13⁄4 x 101⁄2in). Wrong sides together, 
fold the strips in half lengthways and press.

2  From the back joining fabric strips, cut 
twenty-four strips the length of your block 

(should be 11⁄8 x 101⁄2in).

3  Right sides together and matching up the raw 
edges, place a folded front joining strip on the 

right-hand edge of a quilted block. With the right 
side of the strip against the backing fabric, on the 
same edge and matching up the raw edges, 
place a back joining strip against the back of the 
block. Stitch the joining strips in place. See Fig 2.

4  With the block right side up, open out the 
back joining strip. Right sides together, place 

a second block on top of this, matching up the 

Fig 1 Making the blocks

Fig 2 Attaching the 
front and back joining 
strips to a quilted block

Fig 3 Joining the blocks on the back joining strip

Fig 4 Blocks joined on the 
front joining strip
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QUILT-AS-YOU-GO PROJECT  JELLY ROLL RAIL FENCE

Smaller version
If your Jelly Roll strips are less than 42in wide, you can make 
a smaller quilt of six rows of four blocks, which will be approx 
105 x 158cm (411⁄2 x 62in).
The requirements for a smaller quilt are:
✦ One Jelly Roll
✦  1.7m (17⁄8yd) backing fabric – this is based on a usable 

width of 42in 
✦  80cm (7⁄8yd) for front joining strips
✦  50cm (1⁄2yd) back joining strips
✦  1m (11⁄8yd) of 90in wide wadding or use leftover pieces: 

minimum 101⁄2in square. See 'Cutting instructions' Step 2.

1  From the Jelly Roll strips, cut 120 101⁄2in lengths. You 
should get three lengths from each Jelly Roll strip. 

2  From both the backing fabric and the wadding, carefully 
cut twenty-four 101⁄2in squares.

3  From the front joining strip fabric, cut fi fteen 13⁄4in wide 
strips across the width of the fabric.

4 From the back joining strip fabric, cut fi fteen 11⁄8in wide 
strips across the width of the fabric.

5  Proceed as for the larger quilt, remembering that each row 
contains four (not fi ve) blocks.

Handy hint
If you prefer, you can make a contrasting binding by 
stitching the back joining fabric (single thickness) to 
the front of the quilt instead of the back. The front 
joining fabric will then be turned to the back of the 

quilt as a contrast. 

by 
to

raw edge of the block with the raw edge 
of the back joining strip; stitch to join. Take care 
to orientate the second block correctly – the 
strip direction of adjacent blocks alternate. See 
Fig 3.

5  Open out the blocks. Open out the front joining 
strip to cover the join and slipstitch the folded 

edge in place on the second block. See Fig 4.

6  Repeat Steps 3–5 to make a row of fi ve 
blocks.

7  Repeat Steps 3–6 to make a total of six 
rows of fi ve blocks.

8  Join seven front joining strips to make one 
length; trim to give fi ve pieces the length of your 

quilt rows (approx 52in). Wrong sides together, fold 
the strips in half lengthways and press.

9  Join seven back joining strips to make one 
length; trim to give fi ve pieces the length of 

your quilt rows (approx 52in).

10  Join the rows together in the same way 
that you joined the blocks. See Fig 5.

FINISHING

1  Join seven of the front joining strips to make 
one long length. Wrong sides together, fold 

the strips in half lengthways and press.

Fig 5 Quilt layout

Quilt made by Sadie Yeomans. Above: front of quilt. Below: reverse of quilt

2  Join seven of the back joining strips to make 
one long length.

3  Right sides together and matching up the 
raw edges, join the back joining strip length 

to the front joining strip length. Open out and 
press. This is a split binding.

4  Working from the back of the quilt, match 
the raw edge of the back joining fabric 

(single thickness) of the binding with the 
raw edge of the quilt and sew in place, 
folding a mitre at each corner. Before 
completing your stitching, neaten the short raw 
end of the starting piece and insert the ending 
piece into it. 

5  Fold the binding over to the front of the quilt 
and neatly slipstitch the folded edge in place 

on the front of the quilt.

6  Finally, add a label to the back of your quilt, 
with your name and the date it was made. If 

the quilt is a gift, perhaps add the name of the 
recipient(s) and the occasion too. ✦
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